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Abstract

We measure tissue blood flow markers in breast tumors during neoadjuvant chemotherapy and investigate their correlation to pathologic complete response in a pilot longitudinal patient study (n = 4). Tumor blood flow is quantified optically by diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), and tissue optical properties, blood oxygen saturation, and total hemoglobin concentration are derived from concurrent diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI). The study represents the first longitudinal DCS measurement of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in humans over the entire course of treatment; it therefore offers a first correlation between DCS flow indices and pathologic complete response. The use of absolute optical properties measured by DOSI facilitates significant improvement of DCS blood flow calculation, which typically assumes optical properties based on literature values. Additionally, the combination of the DCS blood flow index and the tissue oxygen saturation from DOSI permits investigation of tissue oxygen metabolism. Pilot results from four patients suggest that lower blood flow in the lesion-bearing breast
is correlated with pathologic complete response. Both absolute lesion blood flow and lesion flow relative to the contralateral breast exhibit potential for characterization of pathological response. This initial demonstration of the combined optical approach for chemotherapy monitoring provides incentive for more comprehensive studies in the future and can help power those investigations.
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Introduction

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is an important treatment method for breast cancer. The approach permits increased conservation of breast tissue during tumor resection and can reduce the need for axillary node surgery and treatment (Sledge et al 2014). Furthermore, pathologic complete response (pCR) to NAC, defined as no residual invasive tumor in the resected tissue, has been shown to be correlated with improved patient survival rate compared to incomplete or non-responders (Rastogi et al 2008, Esserman et al 2012). Importantly, reliable prediction of lesion response at an earlier time point in the chemotherapy would enable physicians to optimize the treatment regimen and avoid unnecessary therapy doses, reduce tissue damage, and improve patient outcomes. In practice, NAC response is evaluated primarily with physical exams, mammography, and ultrasound. These methods, however, are limited as predictors of pCR (Feldman et al 1986, Helvie et al 1996, Vinnicombe et al 1996). By contrast, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides better correlation with pathology than mammography or ultrasound (Yeh et al 2005), and functional monitoring techniques offer significantly improved correlation with response relative to structural imaging methods. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) (Meisamy et al 2004), contrast-enhanced MRI (Hylton et al 2012), and positron emission tomography (PET) (Mankoff et al 2003, McDermott et al 2007), for example, have predictive value with respect to pCR and suggest that metabolism and/or blood flow are correlated with treatment response. Unfortunately, MRI, MRS, and PET all suffer from logistical limitations which limit their viability for serial monitoring of therapy progression in patients undergoing chemotherapy, including high-cost, the use of exogenous contrast agents, and the added issue of ionizing radiation for PET. Thus the present contribution explores the utility of optical chemotherapy monitoring.

Briefly, diffuse optical techniques measure functional hemodynamic properties with non-ionizing near-infrared (NIR) radiation and can be used continuously at the bedside at relatively low cost. The technology is well positioned to predict treatment outcome using repeated measurements throughout the course of therapy (Tromberg et al 2008, O’Sullivan et al 2012). Specifically, diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) and tomography (DOT) probe deeply into tissue and enable determination of tissue optical absorption ($\mu_a$) and reduced optical scattering coefficients ($\mu_s'$), as well as oxygenated (HbO) and deoxygenated (Hb) hemoglobin concentration and tissue oxygen saturation ($StO_2$) (Leff et al 2008). These reconstructed quantities have been shown to discriminate between malignant and healthy tissue in the breast (Srinivasan et al 2005, Spinelli et al 2005, Cerussi et al 2006, Choe et al 2009, Wang et al 2010, Fang et al 2011, Mastanduno et al 2014). Importantly, several studies have employed DOSI techniques to investigate functional changes in malignant tissue over the course of NAC.
and have correlated these changes with the patients’ responses to treatment (Choe et al. 2005, Tromberg et al. 2005, Zhou et al. 2007, Cerussi et al. 2007, Zhu et al. 2008, Jiang et al. 2009, Soliman et al. 2010, Cerussi et al. 2011, Roblyer et al. 2011, Falou et al. 2012, Ueda et al. 2012, Choe and Durduran 2012, Busch et al. 2013a, Tromberg et al. 2016, Sajjadi et al. 2017). The present paper is focused on another diffuse optical technique, diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), which utilizes the temporal fluctuations of detected light intensity to probe microvasculature blood flow in deep tissue (Durduran et al. 2010). The blood flow index (BFI) (cm² s⁻¹) measured by DCS has been validated in humans against numerous gold-standard techniques (Mesquita et al. 2011), including transcranial Doppler ultrasound (Buckley et al. 2009), phase-encoded velocity mapping MRI (Buckley et al. 2012, Jain et al. 2014), and xenon-enhanced computed tomography (Kim et al. 2010). DCS has also been used to characterize hemodynamic properties of normal and malignant human breast tissue (Durduran et al. 2005, Zhou et al. 2007, Yu 2012, Busch et al. 2014, Choe et al. 2014), to investigate blood flow in the early stages of NAC (Zhou et al. 2007), and to longitudinally explore whole chemotherapy regimens in a murine model (Ramirez et al. 2016).

The combined use of DOSI and DCS performed herein for NAC monitoring provides several benefits. First, absolute \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu'_s \) values derived by DOSI constrain DCS blood flow fitting and thus reduce cross-talk between changes in optical and blood flow parameters (Irwin et al. 2011, Farzam and Durduran 2015, Yazdi et al. 2017). Additionally, the combination of \( \text{StO}_2 \), measured by DOSI, with BFI, measured by DCS, permits investigation of oxygen metabolism in malignant tissue; oxygen metabolism is a comparatively new biomarker for chemotherapy response that could enable direct comparison of optical diagnostics to other imaging modalities such as FDG-PET. In this study, four patients enrolled in an ACRIN clinical trial (Tromberg et al. 2016) were monitored longitudinally using both DCS and DOSI throughout their NAC regimen. The blood flow data in tumor and healthy breast tissue was then analyzed to investigate potential hemodynamic differences between responders and non-responders. Previous studies have used combinations of DCS and DOS instrumentation to monitor breast tumors (Durduran et al. 2005, Zhou et al. 2007, Choe et al. 2014, Yazdi et al. 2017) and to monitor head and neck tumors (Sunar et al. 2006, Irwin et al. 2011), but to our knowledge, this work is the first investigation to use DCS to measure blood flow throughout the course of NAC in humans with breast cancer and the first to correlate DCS hemodynamic properties with pCR and treatment in humans. Our pilot measurements suggest that DCS-derived blood flow parameters are correlated with pCR.

**Methods**

For this study, four breast cancer patients were imaged at the University of Pennsylvania using both the DOSI instrument developed at the University of California Irvine as part of the ACRIN 6691 study (Tromberg et al. 2016) and a DCS system developed at the University of Pennsylvania. The subjects were females between the ages of 31 and 65 with biopsy-confirmed invasive carcinomas of at least 2 cm in diameter along the largest axis. The subjects underwent an NAC regimen prior to surgery. All four subjects received either Doxorubicin/Cyclophosphamide, Paclitaxel, or a combination of both within the course of NAC treatment; in addition, hormone receptor positive subjects were given hormone therapy. The chemotherapy regimen was determined by each subject’s physician and was not controlled for in this study. Here, pCR was defined as no residual invasive carcinoma, as determined by postsurgery pathology reports.
The custom-built DCS instrumentation used in this study is described elsewhere (Durduran 2004). Briefly, light from a continuous wave, long-coherence length (>5 m), 785 nm laser (DL785-100-3O, CrystalLaser, Reno, Nevada) with a maximum power of 100 mW attenuated to within ANSI power limits and coupled to a multimode fiber (200 μm core/0.22NA, 4 m in length, OZ Optics, Ontario, Canada) illuminated the breast tissue. A single-mode detection fiber (5 μm mode field diameter/0.13NA, 4 m in length, OZ Optics, Ontario, Canada) couples diffusive light emerging from the tissue to a single photon counting avalanche photodiode (SPCM-AQ4C, Excelitas, Quebec, Canada) operating in photon counting mode. The source and detector probe was placed on the tissue with minimal pressure to prevent significant pressure-induced changes in blood flow. The photodiode’s collected light intensity at time \( t \) \((I(t))\) was sent to a multiple-\( \tau \) hardware correlator (Flex02OEM4ch, Correlator.com, New Jersey) for computation of the normalized intensity autocorrelation function in real time, i.e. \( g_2(\tau) \equiv \langle I(t)I(t + \tau)\rangle / \langle I(t)\rangle^2 \). Here, the angular brackets, \( \langle \rangle \), represent time-averages over an interval of 2.5 s. A semi-infinite homogeneous tissue model is employed to derive a DCS blood flow index, BFI, from the temporal decay of \( g_2(\tau) \). We note that multi-layer models for DCS fitting have also been explored to reduce the signal contamination from blood flow in the superficial skin/skull layer of the head (Jaillon et al 2006, Shang and Yu 2014, Baker et al 2015). However, in this study, the superficial (skin) layer was very thin in comparison to the source-detector separation. Moreover, the study did not incorporate multiple source-detector separations nor a priori anatomical knowledge of the superficial layer thickness. Therefore, we chose to utilize the simple semi-infinite model as both the best fit to the anatomy and to avoid unverified assumptions.

Formally, the normalized autocorrelation function of the electric field \( (E(t)) \), i.e. \( g_1(\tau) \equiv \langle E^*(t) \cdot E(t + \tau)\rangle / \langle E(t)\rangle \), is obtained from the measured normalized intensity autocorrelation function via the Siegert relation (Lemieux and Durian 1999). \( g_1(\tau) \) is in turn modeled by the semi-infinite homogeneous medium solution to the correlation diffusion equation, which depends on the underlying tissue BFI, \( \mu_\text{s} \), and \( \mu'_\text{s} \) (Boas et al 1995, Boas and Yodh 1997). The semi-infinite correlation diffusion solution is fit to \( g_1(\tau) \) using a nonlinear minimization algorithm, and an estimate of BFI is obtained from the fit (Boas and Yodh 1997, Durduran et al 2010).

The spatio-temporally co-registered DOSI instrument combines multispectral frequency-domain and broadband imaging to measure absolute \( \mu_\text{s} \), \( \mu'_\text{s} \), and the tissue concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO), deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb), water, and lipid. The combination of these chromophores permits calculation of tissue total hemoglobin concentration (HbT) and tissue oxygen saturation (StO2). A full description of this instrument and imaging technique has been published (Bevilacqua et al 2000).

Each subject was imaged at four time points throughout the course of treatment (see figure 1). The first (Baseline) measurement occurred prior to the subject’s first chemotherapy treatment. The second measurement, which hereafter will be referred to as the Early measurement, was performed between 5 and 10 d after the first chemotherapy treatment. This time period was chosen in order to avoid the so-called oxyhemoglobin flare that has been found to occur immediately after chemotherapy treatment (Zhou et al 2007, Roblyer et al 2011). A third measurement was made at the midpoint of the therapy regimen (Midpoint), and a final measurement (Final) was made at the conclusion of the regimen, prior to surgical intervention.

During the Baseline measurement, a \( 10 \times 10 \) grid of points with 10 mm spacing between adjacent points was marked on the subject’s skin. The location of this grid was chosen to encompass the entire extent of the lesion and to include the surrounding healthy tissue. The location of and extent of the lesion was derived from an ultrasound image. The measurement grid was then recorded using a transparency, so that its location could be accurately replicated...
during future measurements. A mirrored $10 \times 10$ grid of points was also marked on the contralateral breast. DOSI data was recorded at each of the points on both grids, thereby providing images of the underlying tissue optical properties and chromophore concentrations, as well as absolute optical properties at each point.

DCS data was collected along a single line of points ($\sim 10$ points) on each grid. This line was chosen to traverse both lesion and non-lesion tissue on the tumor-bearing breast and was mirrored to the same locations on the contralateral breast (see figure 2). The corresponding DOSI absolute $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s'$ calculated at each point were utilized as inputs in the fitting algorithm for the DCS BFI. The DCS BFI was also calculated using a single set of assumed $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s'$ values that most closely fit our DOSI-measured optical property data. The error in the BFI between these two methods was then calculated as a function of the $\mu_a$ and $\mu_s'$ errors in order to determine the effect of inaccurate optical properties on the BFI calculation.

Finally, as noted above, the combination of DCS blood flow measurements (BFI) with DOSI tissue oxygen saturation (StO$_2$) measurements permits investigation of tissue oxygen metabolism. Using the Fick principle, the mammary metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (MMRO$_2$) can be given by equation (1) (Zhou et al 2007, Busch et al 2013b)

$$\text{MMRO}_2 = \gamma (1 - \text{StO}_2)\text{BFI}. \quad (1)$$

Here, $\gamma \equiv \kappa \frac{\text{Hb}_v}{\text{Hb}_T}$, $\frac{\text{Hb}_v}{\text{Hb}_T}$. It depends on the ratio of deoxyhemoglobin to total hemoglobin concentration in the venous vascular compartment (i.e. $\text{Hb}_v/\text{Hb}_T$) relative to the ratio of deoxyhemoglobin to total hemoglobin in all tissue (e.g. as determined by DOSI tissue measurements); it also depends on the proportionality coefficient between BFI and absolute blood flow, i.e. $\kappa$. Equation (1) assumes that the arterial oxygen saturation is unity. In both this data set and in past studies (Zhou et al 2007, Busch et al 2013b), $\gamma$ is unknown because it is not readily feasible to separate the venous compartment contribution to the optical signal from that of the arterial and capillary contributions and because the DCS-measured BFI (cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$) has not been calibrated to obtain $\kappa$. Thus, instead of estimating absolute MMRO$_2$, in this work we derive the relative tumor-normal ($T/N$) oxygen metabolism ratio, $r\text{MMRO}_2_{T/N}$, and temporal changes in tumor oxygen metabolism relative to the Baseline time point (see figure 1), $r\text{MMRO}_2_{e}$. 
The relative tumor-normal oxygen metabolism ratio is the oxygen metabolism of a point over the tumor divided by the oxygen metabolism at the corresponding position on the contralateral breast. It is calculated via

\[ r_{\text{MMRO}}^2 \approx \left( \frac{1 - \text{StO}_2^T}{1 - \text{StO}_2^N} \right) \left( \frac{\text{BFI}_T}{\text{BFI}_N} \right) \]  

(2)

Here, \( \text{StO}_2^T \) and \( \text{BFI}_T \) represent \( \text{StO}_2 \) and \( \text{BFI} \) measurements made at a spatial location within the tumor region (see figure 2) at the time point of interest during NAC treatment (see figure 1), and \( \text{StO}_2^N \) and \( \text{BFI}_N \) are \( \text{StO}_2 \) and \( \text{BFI} \) measurements made at the corresponding spatial location on the contralateral breast. Equation (2) assumes that \( \gamma \) in equation (1) is the same for both breasts.

Similarly, temporal relative changes in tumor oxygen metabolism are calculated via

\[ r_{\text{MMRO}}^2 \approx \left( \frac{1 - \text{StO}_2^T}{1 - \text{StO}_2^B} \right) \left( \frac{\text{BFI}_T}{\text{BFI}_B} \right) \]  

(3)

where \( \text{StO}_2^T \) and \( \text{BFI}_T \) are defined as in equation (2) and \( \text{StO}_2^B \) and \( \text{BFI}_B \) explicitly denote \( \text{StO}_2 \) and \( \text{BFI} \) for the Baseline time point (see figure 1). Equation (3) assumes that \( \gamma \) in equation (1) remains constant for all measurement time points during NAC treatment.

We note that while this approach is a sensible first approximation, the assumption of constant \( \gamma \) is not verified, and its verification would require research into the microcirculation of malignant and healthy tissue that is beyond the scope of this study.

**Results**

All four of the measured subjects were diagnosed with biopsy-confirmed invasive ductal carcinomas. Two of the four subjects achieved pCR as determined by the post-surgery pathology report. One of the complete responders was pre-menopausal and one was post-menopausal.
Similarly, one of the non-pCR subjects was pre-menopausal while the other was post-menopausal. Across the four subjects, 36 total spatial points were measured on the subjects’ lesion-bearing breasts, and 40 total spatial points were measured on the subjects’ contralateral breasts (∼10 spatial points per subject per breast) for each of the four longitudinal time points. Of the 36 total spatial points on the ipsilateral breast, 22 points were directly above the ultrasound-confirmed location of the lesion.

The data was divided into contralateral (healthy) and lesion-bearing breast data for each subject and then grouped based on response to chemotherapy (pCR and non-pCR). The points on the lesion breast were further divided into points directly over the tumor and points in the nominally normal tissue surrounding the tumor. The blood flow at the non-tumor points on the lesion-bearing breast tended to resemble the blood flow in the healthy breast and thus will not be shown in the figures. For the responder group (pCR), 11 spatial points were measured in the tumor region (5 on one subject, 6 on the other subject) and 19 spatial points were measured on the healthy breast (9 on one subject, 10 on the other subject) across the two subjects. The non-responder group (non-pCR) had 11 spatial points in the tumor region (6 on one subject, 5 on the other subject) and 21 spatial points on the healthy breast (10 on one subject, 11 on the other subject). Note, due to the small sample size of our data set, herein we explore potentially interesting distinctions that are suggested by the data, but we do not attempt to claim statistically significant differences between the responders and non-responders.

Figure 3 shows the DCS BFI measurements at each of the four longitudinal time points for both healthy breast and tumor tissue. Notice first that the BFI is lower in responders compared to non-responders. This distinction exists at all four temporal points, but the distinction becomes more pronounced at the Midpoint and Final time points of the chemotherapy regimen, at which time, the difference between the responders’ and non-responders’ tumor blood flow is apparent despite clear intra-subject spatial heterogeneity in blood flow. At these points the responders’ tumor BFI begins to resemble the BFI in the responders’ healthy breast tissue while the non-responders’ tumor BFI remains elevated relative to the non-responders’ normal tissue. Furthermore, the potential for differentiation can be seen in both the tumor-bearing and healthy breasts, indicating that the response, or lack of response, to chemotherapy may be a systemic effect.

We also explored BFI in the lesion-bearing breast normalized to BFI in the contralateral breast. This relative tumor-to-normal (T/N) blood flow index (rBFI\(_{T/N}\)) is analogous to the T/N ratios of StO\(_2\) and Hb\(_T\) concentration, among other markers, explored in the ACRIN 6691 study (Tromberg et al. 2016). The rBFI\(_{T/N}\) at each time point for both responders and non-responders is shown in figure 4. Interestingly, at the Midpoint measurement, the responders’ rBFI\(_{T/N}\) approaches 1 (mean rBFI\(_{T/N}\) = 1.34 across the responders’ 11 measured spatial points) while the non-responders’ tumor blood flow remains elevated relative to normal tissue (mean rBFI\(_{T/N}\) = 2.65 across the non-responders’ 11 measured spatial points). Additionally, differences between responders and non-responders can be seen in the fractional change of average rBFI\(_{T/N}\) between the Baseline and Early measurements (pCR = +70.9%, non-pCR = -42.5%) and between the Early and Midpoint measurements (pCR = -63.6%, non-pCR = +3.5%). Thus, though we do not have a sufficiently large sample size to draw definitive conclusions, these observations represent promising and physiologically suggestive results that strongly indicate further investigation is warranted.

The data also demonstrates the benefit of including the DOSI measurements of absolute \(\mu_a\) and \(\mu'_s\) as inputs in the DCS fitting algorithm for calculating BFI. Without the DOSI measurement, optical properties must be assumed based on literature values. This assumption can be problematic due to the relatively large observed inter- and intra-subject heterogeneity of breast tissue optical properties (see figure 5). To characterize this effect, we employed this data set
and compared the BFI values calculated using DOSI-measured optical properties to BFI_{assumed} values calculated using constant (assumed) optical properties. Here we chose the assumed optical properties that provided the best overall agreement between BFI_{assumed} and BFI, i.e. $\mu_a = 0.0045$ mm$^{-1}$ and $\mu'_s = 0.85$ mm$^{-1}$. Figure 6 demonstrates the extent to which deviations between assumed and measured optical properties affect the calculated BFI. We see, for example, that a percent error of $50\%$ in $\mu_a$ produces an $\sim 20\%$ change in BFI, while a percent error of $25\%$ in $\mu'_s$ produces a $25\%$–$45\%$ change in BFI, which is consistent with the errors due to optical property offsets seen in a previous study (Irwin et al 2011). These variations are within typical intra-subject optical property ranges, as evidenced by figure 5, particularly in the lesion-bearing breast. We also found that when using assumed optical properties, approximately $75\%$ of the measured BFI values are at least $10\%$ away from their true value and approximately $51\%$ of the measured BFI values are at least $20\%$ away from their true value (see figure 6-Inset).

The effects of optical property errors on the relative BFI parameters (i.e. rBFI_{T/T0}) is less severe but still significant, especially for scattering errors. In figure 4, each blood flow index boxplot for non-responders, which represents rBFI_{T/T0} at a given longitudinal time point, has a $35\%$ larger normalized standard deviation (on average) when assumed optical properties are used instead of DOSI-measured properties. We observe no significant difference in the normalized standard deviation for the responders in this data set because the responders’ measured optical properties are, on average, less heterogeneous than the non-responders’, and the responders’ $\mu'_s$ values, which have a larger effect on the BFI calculation than $\mu_a$ (see figure 6),
are clustered around the assumed $\mu'_s$ value (see figure 5). The observed heterogeneity in optical properties suggests that in future studies, subject-specific measurement of optical properties is important, and therefore, the combination of DOSI and DCS will likely be necessary for maximizing the utility of DCS blood flow as an early marker of NAC treatment efficacy.

Finally, we investigated the combination of StO$_2$ measurements from the DOSI data and BFI measurements with DCS to calculate the $T/N$ ratio of oxygen metabolism, rMMRO$_2(T/N)$ (equation (2)). We found that rMMRO$_2(T/N)$ closely tracks rBFI$_{T/N}$ because of the relatively small difference in StO$_2$ between tumor and normal tissue (see figure 4). To further explore the utility of the oxygen metabolism measurement, we also calculated the Baseline-normalized blood flow index, rBFI$_B$, oxygen saturation rStO$_2$, and oxygen metabolism, rMMRO$_2$ (equation (3)). Figure 7 provides a case study comparing these three quantities for a single subject, along with potential explanations for the findings.

**Discussion**

The results we have presented represent an important step towards the use of DCS blood flow (BFI) as a biomarker of NAC response. In the long term, the ability to accurately quantify BFI in multiple subjects and at different spatial locations across optically heterogeneous breasts will be an important factor in determining the utility of DCS blood flow as a predictor of a patient’s response to treatment. The incorporation of absolute tissue optical properties determined by DOSI into the DCS blood flow calculation improves the accuracy of blood flow measurements by isolating the effects of actual blood flow changes from concurrent changes in optical properties.
The absolute BFI measurements and the normalized rBFI ($r_{BFI} / \text{N}$) offer interesting possibilities for early differentiation between responders and non-responders. For example, we expect effective chemotherapy treatments to inhibit cell metabolism and/or angiogenesis. Thus, we expect lower blood flow levels in the tumor regions of responders compared to non-responders.

**Figure 5.** DOSI-measured optical properties at 785 nm wavelength. Boxplots of $\mu_a$ and $\mu'_s$ in both breasts are plotted for responders and non-responders across all four time points. The responders’ data set consists of 15 spatial points measured on the lesion-bearing breasts and 19 spatial points measured on the healthy breasts. The non-responders’ data set consists of 21 spatial points on the lesion-bearing breasts and 21 spatial points on the healthy breasts. The horizontal lines on each graph indicate the assumed optical properties ($\mu_a = 0.0045 \text{ mm}^{-1}; \mu'_s = 0.85 \text{ mm}^{-1}$) used as inputs to the DCS fits for calculation of BFI when the DCS analysis is performed without DOSI data. Note that the responders and non-responders exhibit similar heterogeneity and offset from the assumed values in the $\mu_a$ plots. However, the optical properties of the responders are more homogeneous and clustered around the assumed value for the $\mu'_s$ plots. This observation explains why the non-responders have a relatively large increase in normalized standard deviation of rBFI ($r_{BFI} / \text{N}$) ($\sim 35\%$) when assumed optical properties are used, while the standard deviation for the responders data is virtually unchanged.

The absolute BFI measurements and the normalized rBFI ($r_{BFI} / \text{N}$) offer interesting possibilities for early differentiation between responders and non-responders. For example, we expect effective chemotherapy treatments to inhibit cell metabolism and/or angiogenesis. Thus, we expect lower blood flow levels in the tumor regions of responders compared to non-responders.
The lower levels of absolute BFI and rBFI(TDN) during chemotherapy for responders found in our study are consistent with these expectations, as well as with changes found in previous blood flow studies using FDG-PET (Mankoff et al 2003, Avril et al 2016) and with the changes in hemoglobin concentration measured in the ACRIN 6691 study (Tromberg et al 2016). We caution, however, that the increase in responders’ rBFI(TDN) between the Baseline and Early measurements (see figure 4) could potentially correspond to the oxyhemoglobin flare that has previously been observed in NAC responders (Zhou et al 2007, Roblyer et al 2011) or to particular chemotherapeutic mechanisms that will be discussed later (see figure 7).
Indications of treatment efficacy at the midpoint of treatment or earlier are of particular interest because they could enable oncologists to augment or change an ineffective therapy regimen. At the Midpoint time point in this data set, the average rBFI (T/N) of the responders approaches 1 while the same quantity for the non-responders remains abnormal. This observation suggests that by the treatment midpoint, blood flow in the lesion has begun to resemble that of the normal breast in responders, while the non-responders still have anomalous blood flow. Again, this finding is consistent with both intuition about the efficacy of treatment and with data from the larger ACRIN 6691 DOSI study which indicate that some hemodynamic properties of responders and non-responders are distinguishable by the midpoint of treatment (Tromberg et al 2016).

The calculation of T/N oxygen metabolism, rMMRO$_2$(T/N), closely tracks rBFI$_{(T/N)}$ (see figure 4), which is consistent with a relatively small average difference in StO$_2$ between tumor and normal tissue that is seen in this study and in previous studies (Cerussi et al 2006, Choe et al 2009, Busch et al 2010). However, investigation into rMMRO$_2$(T/N) is still important because the oxygen saturation of tumors is very heterogeneous and dependent on biochemical characteristics and the stage of the cancer (Choe et al 2009). Therefore, the tumor StO$_2$ may vary greatly from the normal StO$_2$ for a given patient. In that case, rBFI$_{(T/N)}$ alone would not be an accurate marker of metabolism.

Figure 7. Baseline-normalized hemodynamic parameters during administration of Doxorubicin/Cyclophosphamide treatment for a single subject. Each measured point is normalized to the corresponding spatial point in the Baseline measurement. The flow charts indicate the expected physiological mechanism of the chemotherapy at the given time points. At the Early time point, transient re-normalization of the vasculature leads to increases in both rBFI$_B$ and rMMRO$_2$$_B$. At the Midpoint, the therapy has effectively destroyed the tumor vasculature, which, combined with the cytotoxicity of Doxorubicin, has inhibited cell metabolism, leading to decreased rBFI$_B$ and rMMRO$_2$$_B$ as well as relative tumor hypoxia, i.e. decreased rStO$_2$$_B$. This case study displays the potential of oxygen metabolism measurements from combined DCS/DOSI to track the physiological mechanisms and efficacy of chemotherapy treatment.

One reason to measure oxygen metabolism is that there are potential physiological scenarios wherein blood flow and metabolism measurements could more accurately reflect the
physiological changes in the tumor than measurements of blood flow alone. We performed a case study of a single subject to explore these potential physiological changes (see figure 7). The data correspond to Baseline-normalized $rBFI_B$, $rMMRO_{2a}$, and $rS\text{tO}_2$ during the administration of a Doxorubicin/Cyclophosphamide treatment regimen. In this case, we observe a transient increase in both blood flow and metabolism in the tumor during the Early time point, which is consistent with blood flow increases seen immediately after the administration of this therapy combination in mouse models (Ramirez et al. 2016). The initial increase in blood flow is likely due to the transient re-normalization of the tumor vasculature caused by the anti-angiogenic effects of the chemotherapy regimen (Jain 2005). Vascular re-normalization allows for increased oxygen metabolism and enables delivery of therapy to the tumor cells. At the Midpoint measurement, however, $rBFI_B$ and $rMMRO_{2a}$ are depressed, potentially indicating an effective response to treatment in which the Doxorubicin/Cyclophosphamide combination has inhibited cell metabolism and effectively destroyed the tumor vasculature. In contrast, a chemotherapy regimen that primarily disrupts cancer cell metabolism, with little angiogenic inhibition, would likely exhibit more significant changes in measurements of $rMMRO_{2a}$ than in measurements of $rBFI_B$. The combination of DCS and DOSI, along with the subsequent calculation of oxygen metabolism, will enable further exploration of these physiological changes, and their correlation with treatment response, in future optical studies.

The distinctions between the responders and non-responders in both absolute BFI (figure 3) and $rBFI_{T/N}$ and $rMMRO_{2a(T/N)}$ (figure 4), combined with the fact that these effects are consistent with both expectations about hemodynamics from previous studies and with the expected physiological mechanisms of chemotherapy, provide motivation to further investigate the predictions of DCS measurements during neoadjuvant chemotherapy with a larger sample size. An obvious future direction for this work is to complete a study with a larger subject population that permits more statistically significant differentiation between responders and non-responders, especially at the more clinically valuable Early and Midpoint measurements. Over the course of this future study, several changes could also be made to the measurement protocol to collect additional, useful information. First, more spatial points could be collected on each breast to enable diffuse correlation tomography (DCT) blood flow image reconstruction. In this case, DOSI measurements could also be used to spatially constrain the DCT inverse problem. This augmentation could improve blood flow index quantification in the lesion tissue, in the nominally healthy tissue of the lesion-bearing breast, and in the contralateral breast. Finally, it appears valuable to explore techniques for determining absolute oxygen metabolism (MMRO$_2$) instead of relative oxygen metabolism ($rMMRO_{2a(T/N)}$) by isolating the venous contribution to the optical signal. Advances along these lines would enable the DCS/ DOSI combination to potentially track systemic metabolic changes in addition to the relative changes between healthy and lesion-bearing breasts.

Conclusion

We presented the first pilot study using diffuse correlation spectroscopy to monitor blood flow throughout the course of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in a human clinical trial and the first investigation into the potential correlation between DCS-measured blood flow index and NAC response. We demonstrated the value of combining DCS with diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging, both to constrain the DCS fitting and for calculating information about oxygen metabolism. Clearly, DCS and DOSI are attractive modalities for the monitoring of response to treatment due to their sensitivity to functional hemodynamic properties, as well as their portability, their use of non-ionizing radiation, and their relatively low cost. The results
suggest the existence of an interesting correlation between pathologic complete response to NAC and both lower absolute BFI and lower relative BFI between the tumor and normal tissue at the midpoint of the chemotherapy regimen. The calculation of oxygen metabolism using the combined DOSI and DCS data also presented an interesting opportunity to more accurately explore the physiological mechanisms and efficacy of chemotherapy. Finally, these pilot results provide data for powering future comprehensive clinical studies which aim to correlate blood flow, oxygen metabolism, and oxygen dynamics with pCR.
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